
Bring the world's 
data to you.

When it’s your responsibility to identify and stop threats, 

you don’t have time to collect and search across the world’s 

open data. OIMonitor™ lets you broaden your scope and 

monitor on your terms—being alerted to relevant keywords 

so you can identify threats before they become problems.

shadowdragon.io

FEATURES

Customize your 

situational awareness

Customizable monitoring 

scope and sources to 

ensure the most relevant 

case information.

Access historical data

Access to historical data 

archive from 2011–present.

Extend your reach 

Scalable automation for 

ease of use and real-time 

situational awareness.

Access complete data 

Complete data access with 

every piece of intelligence 

available—screenshots, raw 

artifacts, etc.

OIMonitor/

Open source intelligence monitoring and alerting for 
modern investigations.



OIMONITOR IS USED FOR/

Global

_ World news monitoring

_ Social Media

_ Brand awareness

Web

_  Human intelligence 

and surveillance

_  Executive impersonation 

attack identification

Monitoring

_  Executive protection

_ Active shooter

_ Executive travel

_ Pandemic outbreak

Organizational

_  Dark Net, criminal 

forum monitoring

_  Chat protocol monitoring 

(WhatsApp, Telegram, etc.)

_  Dialogue protocol 

monitoring (IRC, etc.)

_  Breach monitoring 

(data dumps, etc.)

Go beyond the profile. Let us show 

you how OIMonitor can quickly 

scale up your investigations.

Get started with a free 
demo and 30-day license.

OIMonitor puts the 

world's open data 

at your fingertips.

OIMONITOR IS USED BY/

_ OEM Integrators

_ MSSP Teams

_ SOC Teams

_ Cyber Threat Intelligence Teams

_ Corporate Security

_ Intelligence Analysts

_ Legal Professionals

_ Detectives and Investigators

_ Commercial

_ Government and Military

OIMonitor is changing investigations 

for the world's best law enforcement 

and security organizations.

Getting answers is easy with 
the right software and data.

shadowdragon.io

support@shadowdragon.io 

+1 877 468 5054 

U.S.-based and dedicated to 

providing our allies with every 

advantage, we combine decades of 

in-the-field investigative experience 

with the bleeding-edge tactics 

and techniques to reduce the 

friction of sourcing, collecting, 

and sorting open source data.

Many of our tools are built with 

RESTful APIs and to integrate 

with today’s leading investigative 

and data platforms, like Maltego, 

Proofpoint, and Kaseware. We 

even have utilities to free your 

own data and make it more 

usable across platforms.

The good guys need  
the right tools to win.

Our stuff works  
with your stuff.
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